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ABOUT CAPTAIN TOM BUNN & LISA HAUPTNER

About Captain Tom Bunn

Captain Tom Bunn, an airline captain and licensed therapist, is President and founder of SOAR, Inc. He has helped over 5,000 people overcome difficulty with flying. Captain Bunn was part of the first fear of flying program, which was started at Pan Am in 1975. He founded SOAR in 1982; and to offer the most effective help possible, he completed graduate school to become a therapist. He spent five additional years in training at psychological institutes, finally developing a therapy that has made it possible for everyone to fly.

About Lisa Hauptner

Lisa Hauptner is Vice President and Director of SOAR, Inc. She is a licensed therapist and certified addictions counselor. Lisa practices group and individual psychotherapy at Four Winds Hospital in Katonah, New York. She is also an adjunct psychology professor at Pace University in Pleasantville, New York.

Lisa began working with SOAR in 1992 after leaving a career in Investment banking. She is a former fearful flier who felt so strongly about her own successful results with the program on her previous career’s travel requirements that she teamed up with Captain Bunn to run SOAR.

If you would like more information, or to schedule an interview, please contact us 800-332-7359 or email info@fearofflying.com
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